
GMCC 1st XI 2016 Season Report 

Having been relegated from Division two of the Norfolk Alliance in 2015, the second 
relegation in as many seasons, it was clearly an aim in 2016 to stop the rot and at least 
stabilise the 1st XI in Division three. The task in hand seemed realistic, given the pre-
season strengthening of the squad, and by the end of it we were disappointed not to be 
sitting on top of the table. In any event, the 1st XI enjoyed its cricket and seems well 
positioned to kick on next year. It is therefore a generally much more positive report this 
year, one which I might as well structure in the same way as the last. 

Availability 

For all the talk of dropping participation in cricket in Norfolk (perhaps the country), it 
seems curious that we entered the season without one of our new recruits, Aslam 
Mohammed, at our disposal, due to the Alliance’s new stance on ‘overseas’ players. We’re 
working on correcting the situation for the 2017 season, but clearly it was a disappointing 
loss before we’d even dusted off the whites in April. 

That said, new players, returning players, and better availability of existing players made 
for a more functional and able squad this year, which proved not only to be helpful to me 
but also effective in terms of performance. I like tables, so here’s this year’s table 
showing the number of appearances against player identity: 

Number of 
appearances

Players

18

17

16 Harris

15 Clarke (M)

14 Whiddett (J)

13 Greenslade (J), Rennie, Wood

12 Stearman (P)

11 Mackenzie, Grant

10 Adams, Moye

9

8 Mann (B)

7

6 Waddell

5 Hayward (R), White

4 Carding (B), Robb

3 Aston, Hales, Pearse, Whiddett (L)

2



[NB This does not include the match, Hardingham (A), where an XI was selected but no 
cricket was played.] 

This compares favourably with last year: for example, 9 players played two-thirds or more 
of the matches (cf 5 in 2015) and 7 players played between a third and two-thirds of the 
matches (cf 4 in 2015). 26 players were used in total, compared with 32 in 2015. This 
reflects a more consistent team, and one that, most weeks, had a good balance of skills, 
experience and personality. 

[I won’t list out this year players’ reasons for missing a match, but the diversity of the 
club is I think demonstrated by the fact that we can now add ‘acting’ to last year’s list.] 

Unfortunately our susceptibility to injuries continued. George Bunn missed the vast 
majority of the season through a pre-existing knee injury, while Ben Mann managed to 
break an ankle in the warm-up of the first match. (He was to return halfway through the 
season, with immediate impact, as discussed below.) And the ability of new recruit Tom 
Grant to play every week, and to perform without pain, was abrogated by a long-term 
back issue. 

Performance 

Matches 

It became clear early on that the 1st XI was going to be a strong side in Division three of 
the Alliance in 2016, alongside Downham A, Swaffham, Acle A and (initially at least) Old 
Bucks A. We ended up third, behind the former two sides, despite the fact that no team 
won more matches (13) and no team lost fewer matches (3).  Curiously, our relatively low 
return on the bonus points front kept us from second spot (and promotion), something for 
me to ponder on over the winter.  

If we look at the matches we lost, two standout disappointments would be Old Bucks A at 
home and Swaffham away, particularly as our fielding was so poor in those games. Yet I 
can’t complete this report without mentioning the fact that we were unfairly denied the 
opportunity to play (with a strong side) against Hardingham at their place, a match that 
we’d have backed ourselves to win. (Hardingham were a weak team that got relegated 
come August.) And if the Alliance had upheld its rules concerning cancellation of matches, 
this would have provided us with the points to finish top. Hopefully this injustice will 
provide extra motivation for the promotion chase next season. I wonder if it’s a 
coincidence that no team in the entire Alliance had as many matches cancelled/
abandoned as Hardingham… 

There isn’t really time to pick over each and every match, though highlights for me were 
those where we showed great character to win under pressure (often of our own making), 
including great run chases against Bungay (A), Downham A (H) and Acle A (A), and ‘tough’ 
run chases against Winterton (A) and Swaffham (H). It was very pleasing that, amongst the 
side, we repeatedly had a new character or two to step up to the plate to get us over the 
line when we needed it. In terms of skills, batting and bowling both performed well, with 

1 Bunn (G), Bunn (M), Henderson, Mann (S), Sims



fielding lagging behind, quite badly on some occasions, perhaps reflecting the lack of 
commitment to midweek training that squad members are able/willing to have. 

Players 

On the batting front, I should start with mentioning the return of Richard Wood, a very 
welcome one at that. His return of 392 runs included some large and crucial knocks, 
particularly at Old Bucks A and at Swaffham, the latter being one of the toughest displays 
that you’ll see. ‘Woody’ also provided great glove work, alongside his experience, grit and 
humour, clearly noticed by the side as he scooped (yet another) POTY award.  

Another batsman in the orthodox mould, Jason Whiddett, also accumulated well (423 
runs), with very good contributions from Matt Clarke (291 runs, featuring an excellent 
unbeaten ton) and Joey Greenslade (308 runs).  

Of particular note on the batting front, however, were the performances of Dave Adams 
and Ben Mann, both of whom could unfortunately only give us about half a season each. 
Both players showed their undoubted class and were a joy to watch, each combining a 
great eye for the ball, great timing, excellent ball striking together with an array of shots 
and deft touch. Dave gave us 336 runs, including two centuries, and Ben managed 317 
runs, including an unbeaten ton that won him the season’s Aldous Performance award. 

There was also fantastic commitment and useful contributions from those stepping up to 
play for the 1st team, including (as I’ve come to expect) Tim Hales and Lee Whiddett, 
particularly during the run chase at Bungay. Note too a superb 47 from Paul Stearman to 
get us over the line at Winterton and good knocks of 38 and 39* from me and Nick 
Mackenzie to do the same against Swaffham (H) and Acle A (A), respectively. 

On the bowling front, new recruit Tom Grant bowled with good control and skill, picking 
up 15 wickets at 17.7, and providing some very economic spells (something that I’m sure 
he’ll get used to enjoying). Nick Mackenzie also had joy with the new (and older) ball, 
collecting 22 wickets at 18.2, albeit with less success on the economy front. 

Regards change bowlers, I worked my way through a whopping 121 overs, at very good 
economy, picking up 20 wickets at 19.7. The pick though was Alex Rennie, taking 21 
wickets at 17.9 with good economy, providing an excellent and crucial 3-fer at Old Bucks A 
that essentially killed off their run chase. Young Thomas Moye, making his first foray into 
the 1st XI, also had a good season, bowling with skill and control (providing some valuable 
economy for the limited overs game). His relative lack of wickets needn’t be dwelt on, not 
least given that he was often used when we were in defensive mode, having made limited 
inroads into the opposition top order. 

Finally, I should mention the able back up of Paul Stearman (10 wickets, including a vital 
4-fer at Acle A) and the striking power of Richard Waddell on his cameo appearances (9 
wickets at 16.3). Paul’s 4-fer was, strangely, one of only three all season (me and Nick 
claiming the other two), and no player managed a 5-fer.  

Another pleasing aspect of the season was the continuing development of the younger 
players in the 1st XI. Alex and Joey continued to be established members, and I’ve already 
mentioned the introduction of Thomas Moye. We also saw James Robb increase his tally of 
appearances, predominantly being used for his control with the ball (at the start or end of 
an innings), and Connor White made his way into the side, showing some great potential 
with the ball (including a 3-fer at Old Bucks A) and bat (including a mature knock at Acle 



A).  Unfortunately we were only able to get Ben Carding (of clear talent) on the field for 
four matches, but his contributions are nonetheless much appreciated. 

Final comments 

Thanks again must go to everyone who continues to put in the time and graft to enable us 
to play for GMCC at the fantastic ground that we do, and for making GMCC run as it does. 
So that’s thanks in particular to Steve P, Celia, Mike, Grenners, Steve C, Leo, JB and 
Bubble, together with our array of coaching staff, it is very much appreciated. 

Olly Harris, 1st team captain.


